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The Government’s consultation on the future of the planning system closes on
October 29th, 2020. At a meeting of the Cornwall Planning Partnership this
afternoon, members received a briefing on the issues identified within the
consultation and in particular the significant impact that the short term changes
would have on Cornwall’s communities and landscape (slides attached).
The changes outlined in the long term review of the planning system will need
significant changes to the law, and so the consultation also includes measures for
interim changes to existing legislation. These short term interim measures would
place significant restrictions on the planning system within Cornwall. The
Partnership believes that it is now essential to highlight these to all of Cornwall’s
MPs giving local examples of how these changes would affect your communities and
landscape.
Through CALC the partnership members are asking you to write to all of Cornwall’s
MPs to giving practical examples of the impact that these proposals would have on
your area. The short term measures include
1. changes to the standard method for assessing local housing need (to apply from
November 2021) – how would these changes affect your area especially if, under the
NDP process you have identified a housing need for the parish.
2. temporarily lifting the small sites threshold below which developers do not need to
contribute to affordable housing in urban areas from 10 to 40 or 50 dwellings – can
you give practical examples of what this increase might mean
3. securing First Homes as part of affordable housing requirements through developer
contributions in the short term until the transition to a new system
4. extending the current Permission in Principle to major development

The Partnership is also concerned that the short term proposals do not address key
local issues of affordability, the quality and character of local developments and the
role of Neighbourhood Plan; it was also concerned that it did not address the issue of
land banking where permissions have been given.
I do hope that you will support the Planning Partnership in its attempts to
demonstrate the detrimental impact that these proposals on the landscape and
character of Cornwall.

MP email addresses are
Sheryl Murray

Sheryl.murray.mp@parliament.uk

George Eustace

George.eustace.mp@parliament.uk

Scott Mann

scott.mann.mp@parliament.uk

Derek Thomas

derek.thomas.mp@parliament.uk

Cherilyn Macrory
Steve Double

cherilyn.mackrory.mp@parliament.uk
steve.double.mp@parliament.uk

Kind regards,
Sarah Mason
County Executive Officer
Cornwall Association of Local Councils

